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+441229813518,+441229829583 - http://www.facebook.com/lastresortcoffeeshop/?
ref=page_internal&mt_nav=0&locale2=en_GB

On this website, you can find the complete menu of The Last Resort Coffee Shop from Barrow-in-Furness.
Currently, there are 18 dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the
restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. The restaurant is accessible and can

therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, and there is complimentary WLAN. If the
weather conditions are right, you can also be served outside. What Sally2464 doesn't like about The Last Resort

Coffee Shop:
I called in here for a late lunch one afternoon. Best coffee in Barrow. I also had a panini which was lovely. It was

quite a bit extra for side salad but not sure that it was worth it. Will definitely return. read more. At The Last
Resort Coffee Shop in Barrow-in-Furness, a diverse brunch is served in the morning, where you can have your

fill feast, Furthermore, the light and healthy dishes on the menu are among the most popular dishes of the
guests. You can just get one of the delicious sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack, if you're not that
hungry, In addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks

here.
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Salad�
SIDE SALAD

Soup�
MENUDO

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
FRIED EGG

Desser�
STICKY TOFFEE PUDDING

Soup
MUSHROOM SOUP

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Sauce�
MAYO

GRAVY

Ingredient� Use�
PEAS

MEAT

EGG

POTATO

TUNA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

TOSTADAS

SALAD

ICE CREAM

PASTA

PANINI
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